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Heat reflective coating (high solar reflective coating) is recommended
for energy saving.
Suppressing temperature rise on roof and
exterior wall
When the heat reflective coating is applied to the roof, exterior wall
and rooftop, it suppresses the absorption of heat and the entry of heat
into the building, and moderates the rise in indoor temperature. When
the heat reflective coating is applied to the roof, it can reduce the roof
surface temperature by a maximum of approximately 15 - 20℃.

Energy saving for air conditioning costs
We can expect a reduction effect of approximately 1 - 3℃ in the indoor
environment, although it varies depending on the shape, location,
environment, uses, and heat insulation of the building. It is generally
said that if the room temperature is lowered by 1℃, the air
conditioning cost can be reduced by about 10%.
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Mechanism of heat reflection

Efficiently reflects rays of light in the near-infrared region, where
radiant heat energy is strong.
Heat reflective coating is also called high solar reflective coating and it provides excellent heat reflective effects by efficiently
reflecting rays of light in the near infrared region called heat rays. By applying coating on the roof and exterior walls of the
building, the rise in indoor temperature is suppressed.

Movie

Adding dirt resistance to heat reflective property

Excellent dirt resistance prevents the deterioration of heat reflective
performance.
If the surface of the coating film of the heat reflective coating (high solar reflective coating) becomes dirty, the reflectivity will
become low and the heat reflective effect will decrease. Our unique dirt resistant technology suppresses lowering reflectivity of
the coating film caused by adhesion of dirt, and can maintain the heat reflective performance for a long period of time.

Movie

Relationship between colour (brightness) and reflectivity
When compared with the same colour, COOL TIGHT
series has better heat reflective performance (higher
solar reflectance) than conventional roof coating.
However, the difference in reflectivity is larger for
colours with lower brightness, and is smaller for
higher brightness, so be aware of that when selecting
colours.
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Testing assuming factories and warehouses
Testing assuming a dangerous goods warehouse
Test method
Apply COOL TIGHT series (grey colour) on part of
a corrugated metal roof and apply conventional
coating (grey colour) on the other half part of it.
Then, measure the surface temperature and
indoor temperature at the centre of the
warehouse. Also, measure the daytime
temperature distribution by thermographic
measurement.

Test result
Comparison of applications between COOL TIGHT series and conventional coating; average difference of 11.6°C at the roof
surface and average difference of 4.6°C for the indoor temperature are confirmed.
Measurement
Item

Surface temperature

Indoor temperature

Conventional coating

COOL TIGHT series

Conventional coating

COOL TIGHT series

62.5°C

50.9°C

39.6°C

35.0°C

Measuring
Instrument Setting
Condition

Average
Data

(6.0hours)

ԥT(°C)

11.6°C

4.6°C

Temperature distribution of the roof surface by thermographic measurement

Testing assuming factory yard
Test method
Measure the temperature change
of the metal roof surface in the
daytime of the unpainted roof and
the repainted roof (COOL TIGHT
series). As a result, a temperature
reduction effect of 12.1°C was
confirmed as an average
temperature difference from
12:00 to 14:00. Colour: Grey
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Totally cool down the roof, exterior wall and rooftop with heat reflective coating
We have products using the same heat reflective technology not only for roofs but also for exterior wall and rooftop
waterproof.

Heat Reflective Coating System

COOL TIGHT series

ROOF

By using highly heat reflective pigment, it efficiently
reflects light in the near infrared region.
COOL TIGHT series provides excellent
heat reflective performance in a wide
range of colours. Also, the dirt resistant
property keeps the heat reflective
performance for a long period of time.
Furthermore, using highly durable resin
has further improved durability. Weak
solvent-based type and water-based type
are available.

Anti-corrosion Heat Reflective Coating System for Repainting Metal Roof

COOL TIGHT EL system

ROOF

Protecting metal roofs for a long period of
time with its heat reﬂective and anti-corrosive
properties.
By applying mid-coat layer with sound insulation and waterproof
properties, it can follow the deflection of steel materials without
cracking and highly improve corrosion resistance.

Waterproof and Heat Reflective Coating System for Rooftop (Walkable)

COOL TIGHT HI system
COOL TIGHT HI ECO system
For easily soiled rooftop, dirt resistance is an
essential property of heat reﬂective coating.
We offer a new rooftop waterproof and heat reflective system that
has never existed before by combining urethane rubber coating
waterproof material developed by application of special polyurethane
resin and super dirt resistant heat reflective coating.

ROOFTOP
WATERPROOF

WALL
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Standard colours for roof
Heat reﬂective grade

Check the heat reﬂective effect of each colour with
the heat reﬂective grade. Generally, the higher the
solar reflectance, the higher the heat reﬂective
effect. Please choose a colour in consideration of
harmony with the colour of the exterior wall and
the surrounding environment.
* Heat reﬂective grade is based on solar reflectance in
near-infrared region of COOL TIGHT series. The solar
reflectance will vary slightly depending on the condition of
the substrate, application environment, and specifications.

CLR-155

CLR-156

CLR-112

CLR-113

CLR-117

CLR-118

CLR-102

CLR-103

CLR-157

CLR-108

CLR-121

CLR-120

CLR-124

CLR-104

CLR-142

CLR-146

CLR-115

CLR-116

CLR-128

CLR-109

CLR-107

CLR-144

CLR-145

CLR-110

CLR-106

Standard colours for exterior wall
Heat reﬂective grade
* Heat reﬂective grade is based on solar reflectance in near
infrared area. The solar reflectance will vary slightly
depending on the condition of the substrate, application
environment, and specifications.

CT-80

CT-409

CT-168

CT-108

CT-165

CT-75

CT-104

CT-113

CT-70

CT-406

CT-169

CT-177

CT-412

CT-132

CT-404

CT-416

** CT-422

** CT-423

CT-420

Standard colours for rooftop
COOLTIGHT HI system

HI-1

HI-2

HI-76

HI-90

COOLTIGHT HI ECO system

HIW-1

HIW-2

HIW-76

HIW-84

HIW-99
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Sims Urban Oasis, Singapore
COOL TIGHT LIGHT W

J-Cube, Singapore
COOL TIGHT LIGHT W

36/38 Armenian Street, Singapore
COOL TIGHT Si W

YKK building, Hong Kong
COOL TIGHT

The Murray, Hong Kong
COOL TIGHT Si W

Yamakin Factory, Thailand
COOL TIGHT

Canon Factory, Vietnam
COOL TIGHT EL

A condominium, Japan
COOL TIGHT HI

